Abstract-Web pages take noticeably longer to load when accessing the Internet using high latency wide-area wireless networks like 3G. This delay can result in lower user satisfaction and lost revenue for web site operators. By locating a just-in-time prefetching push proxy in the cloud and routing mobile client web requests through it, web page load times can be perceivably reduced. Our analysis and experimental results demonstrate that the use of a push proxy results in a much smaller dependency on the mobile client to network latency than seen in environments where no proxy is used; in particular, only one full round trip from client to server is necessary regardless of the number of resources referenced by a web page. In addition, we find that the ideal location for a push proxy minimizes the latency between the proxy and the servers that the mobile client accesses through it, in contrast to traditional proxies which are best deployed in a manner that minimizes the latency between client and proxy.
I. INTRODUCTION
Internet access is currently provided to mobile users through the use of wide-area wireless networks, like those shown in Figure 1 . Though these networks have similar raw data rates to wired and local-area wireless access networks, because the users accessing the network must share this capacity, each user necessarily receives less than the full raw data rate. In particular, the process of sharing the network typically results in a high client-to-network latency; this segment is indicated in Figure 1 .
In our experience, local HSDPA wireless networks experience latencies in excess of 65 ms from the mobile device to the public Internet. A more detailed study of the delays seen in 3G networks has been conducted by Fabini et al. [1] ; they found that the client-to-network latencies were in excess of 50 ms when uploading data in the presence if a background data flow, with the median delay ranging from 72 ms (background flow) to 182 ms (no background flow) [1] .
Futhermore, we believe that this high-latency first segment will continue to persist even as new wide-area wireless technologies are developed. The only way to avoid this latency is to reduce the amount of sharing by reducing the area covered by a single cell, and thereby increase the spatial re-use of network frequencies. Though technologies like Wi-Fi and Femtocells cover smaller areas and therefore serve fewer users, it is unlikely that service providers will choose to blanket their current service areas with these technologies.
When we combine this high-latency first segment with the process of loading a web page, we see perceivable increases in the time it takes to load a complete web page. As web browsing forms the majority of network activity for smartphone users [2] , increasing the speed at which web pages load would result in an improved smartphone experience.
Multiple techniques have been proposed for increasing the speed at which web pages load, from caching and prefetching proxies to content delivery networks. However, as these solutions are designed to be shared by multiple users, by definition they are on the wrong side of the latency we would like to avoid, and therefore, cannot improve page load performance to the extent we desire. Furthermore, as most of these techniques work by moving content closer to the client, they reinforce the imbalanced ratio between the high-latency first segment and the subsequent path to the server. This is true even when content delivery network nodes are located within the service provider's network.
In fact, there are only two ways in which we can mask this delay -by having the client prefetch pages before the user navigates to them, and by having the server push the complete web page, including resources, on the first request (limiting the traversals of the large latency segment to one). Each of these solutions, however, has inherent characteristics that prevent them from being suitable for the mobile environment.
A client prefetcher is inherently speculative -it must guess at the content the user will require and make requests for that content prior to the user requesting it. Because the prefetcher cannot know for certain what content the user will require -especially for pages that the user has never visited before -these systems fetch more data than the user views. This results in an increase in the volume of data transferred over the wireless network. As mobile data transfer is expensive compared to other forms of network access, a client prefetcher is not an appropriate solution.
Alternatively, having the server push resources required to load a web page along with the root HTML file avoids this problem, as the server knows which resources page rendering will require, and can therefore push only necessary content. However, for the server to package resources in this manner, that content would have to be present on the server. This is often not the case with modern web sites, where web pages are built with parts from multiple servers -content servers, ad networks, analytics servers, and social networks being common. Because the server hosting the root HTML file cannot package resources from these servers, the reductions in page load time are limited. Furthermore, each web server accessed by the user would need to be modified to support resource pushing in order for the user to see a benefit. This paper proposes a just-in-time push proxy that combines non-speculative prefetching on the proxy with a push to the requesting client. In this manner, we can combine the benefits of client prefetching and server pushing, while avoiding the drawbacks that make these other techniques unsuitable for mobile networks. We start by describing the architecture and operation of our just-in-time push proxy in Section II, followed by an examination of its performance in Section III. We then describe and test and implementation of our design in Section IV. We finish with a discussion of related work in Section V.
II. JUST-IN-TIME PUSH PROXY
Our just-in-time prefetching push proxy system consists of two elements: the mobile client and an in-network proxy located in the cloud.
When a user wishes to access a web page, their mobile device sends the page request to the proxy rather than directly to the server. The proxy performs the request on behalf of the client, and when the server sends its response, the proxy forwards the content on to the client. At the time of the server response, the proxy also scans the response for references to embedded content, and independently creates requests to the server for that content. Once the proxy fetches the independently-requested content from the server, it forwards the response to the client, which uses the information when rendering the page. Figure 2 shows this sequence of events.
If the client encounters a URL for which it does not have a matching resource in its cache, it requests the resource from the proxy. This is the case when the user browses to a new web site; it also ensures that any elements that the proxy was unable to predict are still obtained from the end server. Depending on the precise sequence of events, this may also occur when the proxy has prefetched the content from the server but it has not yet been fully pushed to the client; in this case, the proxy drops the request it receives, and the client uses the pushed content when it arrives (the dashed arrow in Figure 2 ).
For comparison, we also discuss a simple prefetching proxy that prefetches embedded resources but does not push them to the client.
III. ANALYSIS
Intuituvely, the time it takes for the client to retrieve the root HTML file describing the web page should be the same whether or not we have a proxy (excluding processing time), and whether or not that prefetching proxy pushes data to the client; in all cases, we must wait for the client to make a request for a page. It is only when the response to this request passes through the proxy that the proxy has the opportunity to predict what resources the client will request next, and take action on its predictions prior to the client making those requests.
We expect a prefetching proxy that does not push to be faster than no proxy in all cases, as it sees the server's responses sooner than the client, and can therefore begin fetching embedded resources sooner. When the client determines that it requires an embedded resource, it makes its request to the proxy, where it catches up with the request already in progress. From the client's perspective, this appears as if the server moved closer to the client, as the proxy responds on the server's behalf for all requests after the first.
For us to see a benefit from a push proxy, we must find ourselves in the situation where the proxy can prefetch the resource prior to the client asking the proxy for it. If this were not the case, then a request from the client would already be waiting on the proxy, and using a separate mechanism to push the content to the client would provide no benefit. If we do find ourselves in the first case, then we expect to see performance proportional to the distance between proxy and server. Considering the high latency first hop in mobile networks, we believe that mobile users spend most of their time accessing servers for which push proxies are beneficial.
A. Loading the root HTML file
The time it takes for the client to retrieve the root HTML file, t HT ML , is the same in all three configurations and equal to the time it takes for the request to travel from the client to the server and back. This time is formed with the latency l of the path between client and server, the transmission time m of the request and the response, and the processing time r on the server and proxy (when present). These factors together produce Equation 1. Since both of the prefetching proxies differ from no proxy only once a response passes through the proxy, we declare a more useful quantity t root to represent the period for which all proxies operate identically (Equation 2).
In the equations presented here subscript pairs indicate participants and directionality. Therefore, the subscript cp models a quantity starting at the client and ending at the proxy, while a similar quantity between proxy and client would have the subscript pc. The subscripts at the end of the transmission time quantities m indicate the item being transferred; m pc|h indicates that the HTML file is being transferred between proxy and client.
Equations 1 and 2 make some assumptions about the network configuration in order to simplify this discussion; we validate our analysis in Section IV by testing an implementation of our design. We assume that the proxies lie directly on the path between the mobile client and any server. We also assume that processing times are constant and independent of resource size; r p , the processing time on the proxy, is zero when no proxy is present. The behaviour of TCP (slow start, connection handshake, congestion control) is not included in this analysis.
B. Loading a page with 1 embedded resource
We start our analysis of t resources , the time it takes to load all embedded resources for a page, at the proxy. With no proxy, the 'proxy' is just an arbitrary position in the network, and the response must continue all the way to the client before the browser can process the HTML file and generate a request for the embedded image. Equation 3 describes this case. For both prefetching proxies, the proxy forwards the request on to the client while scanning it for embedded resources (see Figure 2 ). When the proxy encounters the embedded image reference, it generates a request and sends it off to the server. Once the proxy receives a response from the server, it is either returned directly to the client (if a request from the client has arrived in the interim), held on the server until the client request arrives, or proactively pushed to the client. Equation 4 details the time it takes to load the embedded resource with the prefetching Adding these equations produces t load , the page load time.
Graphing these equations with a l ps of 30 ms produces Figure 3 . At the top of the graph, we see the total load time with no proxy increasing linearly with the client-proxy latency. At the bottom, we see the push proxy also increasing linearly, but with a much shallower slope -2 ms/ms instead of the 4 ms/ms slope of the no proxy load time. Intuitively, the no proxy load encounters an extra millisecond of latency both on the way to and the way back from the server, and it does so twice, once to load the root HTML file and once to load the embedded resource. For the push proxy, the page load encounters an extra millisecond only when transmitting the resource back to the client; the proxy begins streaming the embedded resource back to the client in the same amount of time in all cases as the proxy-server latency does not change.
The middle line in the graph represents the prefetching proxy. It begins by following the slope of the push proxy, until reaching l cp = 30 ms where it takes on the slope of the no proxy case. 30 ms is the latency between proxy and server; before this point, the client's request for the embedded resource is waiting on the proxy by the time the prefetching proxy finishes retrieving the resource, making the prefetching proxy work similarly to the push proxy. After this point, the prefetching proxy must wait for a client request in order to return the resource it prefetched. Our intuition at the beginning of this analysis was that the prefetching proxy would appear as if the server had moved closer to the client; this is exactly what we see here.
The triangle formed at the bottom right of the graph is due to In this area, the total latency is short enough that the additional proxy processing time overwhelms the gains the proxies provide, making no proxy a better option.
C. Loading a page with multiple embedded resources
When loading pages containing multiple embedded resources, client browsers typically create multiple TCP connections to the server so that they can download these resources in parallel. This results in a series of overlapping requestresponse pair. Analytically, this load has a similar shape to the load pattern seen when loading a single resourcewith no proxy, we see the same end-to-end load as we did previously, while with both prefeching proxies we see the requests spawned earlier on the proxy and the response either returned directly to the client, held on the server until the client request arrives, or proactively pushed to the client.
The difference in page load time between loading a single resource and loading multiple resources is the time it takes to transmit the extra resources, as we can see in Equations 6 -8. In general, we expect the bandwidth of the client to proxy network to be lower than the proxy to server bandwidth, and therefore, the requests will be spaced apart by m pc ; the equations handle the opposite case as well. (8) Graphing these equations with a l ps of 30 ms and 3 embedded resources produces Figure 4 . Here, we see the same pattern emerge as we saw with the single resource load. The top line, representing the no proxy case, increases linearly with the client-proxy latency at a rate of 4ms/ms, while the bottom line, representing the push proxy, increases at a rate of 2 ms/ms. The middle line, as before, follows the slope of the push proxy up to l cp = 30 ms, where the latency of the clientproxy segment equals the latency of the proxy-server segment. Afterwards, it runs parallel to the no proxy line, with the same slope of 4 ms/ms.
D. Loading a page with nested resources
An alternate resource arrangement occurs when the root HTML page loads resources that themselves load further resources, as is often the case with CSS files. We define depth d as the length of the longest chain of nested resources not counting the root HTML page. Therefore, a HTML page with no resources has a depth of 0, as the browser does not have to perform additional requests to obtain resources.
The behaviour of the client browser in the no proxy case is straightforward; after receiving the root HTML file, it makes a request for the embedded resource. Once the server responds with this resource, the browser parses it to identify any resources it references, and makes requests for those resources. This cycle repeats until the browser has identified and requested all resources. Equation 9 describes this case. For both of the prefetching proxies, once the proxy receives a response from the server, it is either returned directly to the client, held on the server until the client request arrives, or proactively pushed to the client as in the previous scenarios. Instead of scanning only the HTML file on its way from the server to the client the prefetching proxies also scan retrieved CSS or HTML files and generate requests for any resources referenced by those files. Equation 10 details the time it takes to load the embedded resource with the prefetching proxy, while Equation 11 shows the time with the push proxy. 
Graphing these equations with a l ps of 30 ms and a depth of 5 produces Figure 5 . Here again we see the general shape we saw in the previous situations -a linear increase in the no proxy load time with a much shallower increase seen on the push proxy, with the prefetching proxy following the push until l cp = 30 ms and then taking on the same slope as no proxy. Here, however, we see a larger difference between the slopes of the no proxy/prefetching proxy configurations and the push proxy, as well as a larger gap between the parallel no proxy/prefetching proxy lines.
As in the previous cases, the push proxy line has a slope of 2 ms/ms. The no proxy/push proxy slopes, however, sees an increase to 12 ms/ms. When resources load other resources, another traversal of the client-proxy network is added. Since each extra layer in depth adds an extra trip between client and proxy for the no proxy/prefetching proxy configurations, we expect to see that the slope of these lines is proportional to the depth; in our scenario, Δt load|no = 2 + 2d ms/ms.
The improvement the prefetching proxy sees over no proxy can is also explained by the change in slope. Since the prefetching proxy and the push proxy have the same effective behaviour up to l cp = 30 ms, the gap between these lines is the difference in the rises of the no proxy and push proxy lines between l cp = 0 ms and l cp = 30 ms. With an increase in the slope of the no proxy line, we see an increase in the rise over this period and thus a larger performance improvement by the prefetching proxy.
IV. EVALUATION
The analysis performed in the previous section produced encouraging results -our push proxy can provide benefit in the mobile environment. Our push proxy has a fundamentally slower rate of growth than the other configurations, increasing its benefits as the imbalance between the client-proxy and proxy-server latencies grows.
In order to see whether the potential performance benefits play out in the real world, we implemented our just-in-time prefetching push proxy. We feel this is a better solution than simulations or trace-based evaluation, as an actual implementations allows us to accurately capture the complex behaviour of modern browsers. For implementation, we have split the client portion of the architecture into two components, the browser and a client daemon. By splitting the client in this manner, we are able to use an unmodified client browser. We connected the browser to the client daemon by setting the system's HTTP proxy to client daemon; the client daemon interacts with the proxy as described in the previous section.
We implemented both the client daemon and the prefetching push proxy using node.js, an evented asynchronous network programming environment running on the V8 Javascript engine [3] . The client daemon connects to the network proxy over persistent TCP connections; each client daemon establishes a configurable number of connections to the proxy upon startup. To minimize queuing delays, the proxy performs all network operations in a streaming fashion; partial requests and responses are not buffered. When a client browser makes a request for a resource that the proxy is currently prefetching or pushing to the client daemon, any data segments already received for that request are immediately streamed to the browser; the proxy and client daemon stream the rest of the resource as it arrives. Both HTML and CSS files are scanned for embedded resources, and the root HTML document is parsed for class and id names so that only the resources for the used styles in site-wide stylesheets are prefetched.
A. Experiment Setup
The scenarios presented in Section III were tested to verify our analysis and compare the theoretical gains to those seen with a real implementation. We ran all tests using Google Chrome 8.0.552.224 on Ubuntu Linux 10.04 x64 on desktopclass hardware (3 GB RAM, 2.7 GHz Intel Core i3 E4500 CPU). In order to accurately test our system, we disabled Chrome's browser cache to ensure that it loaded all resources from the network, and also set the response headers to no-cache on the server. Our client machine was placed in a disconnected Ethernet network consisting of the client machine, the proxy machine, a web server, and a router (see Figure 6 ).
As we are concerned with the perceived performance improvements our architecture provides, we measured the page load time experienced on the client. We chose to develop a browser extension that can monitor the client browser; our extension attaches to Google Chrome's developer tools API, and logs navigation events and the page loaded event.
The client connects to the router via a 10 Mbps Ethernet connection, while the proxy and server are connected to the router via 100 Mbps Ethernet connections. We used the netem kernel module to vary the client-proxy and proxy-server delays in our network; we set the proxy-server delay 30 ms for all tests, while varying the client-proxy delay from 0 ms to We determined that r s in our system was was 5.5 ms, r p was 13.5 ms, r c was 1 ms, and r i was 0 ms in our network. We believe the 0 ms r i value is due to single-threaded nature of our proxy implementation, and as a result r i is subsumed into our measured r p .
B. Page with one embedded resource
As we can see in Figure 7 , the measured page load time matches the expected results. For pages with a single embedded resource, our push proxy reduced the total load time by 57 ms with a client-proxy latency of 50 ms, and by 161 ms with a latency of 100 ms.
The most unique portion of our graphs is the area around l cp = 30 ms, where l cp = l ps . Here, we expect to see the prefetching proxy change behaviour, and switch from the slope of the push proxy to the same slope as no proxy. Practically, this is the point where the prefetching proxy is able to prefetch resources to itself prior to the client requesting them; without a mechanism to send these resources to the client as in the push proxy case, these resources must wait on the proxy until the client request arrives. Figure 8 zooms in on this point. As expected, we see the characteristic change in slopes occurring around l cp = 30 ms, confirming our analysis. Figure 9 shows the measured page load time for a page with 3 embedded resources. Here, we see the pattern predicted by our analysis emerge, though with a fair amount of variability. This variability occurs in all traces, including when no proxy was used. A deeper investigation of this test indicated that Google Chrome did not use the same number of TCP connections in all cases; though 3 connections were open, it sometimes re-used some of the connections when making multiple requests in parallel, resulting in one or two of the resources being loaded 1 RTT after the first, rather than the expected difference of m cp . The fact that our push proxy sees less variation adds credibility to this conclusion; as our proxy always uses multiple connections to contact the server, and pushes the results to the browser, we would expect to see less variation in its trace. For the push proxy, the average confidence interval is 28 ms, compared to 44 ms for the no proxy case. Figure 10 shows that the measured page load time for pages with deep resource structures is close to the load times predicted by our analysis. Our push proxy fairs well here, following the much shallower slope predicted by our analysis. For almost the whole course of the test, the total load time for the proxied page stays under a second; it is only at the last test point, l cp = 200 ms, that the load time exceeds 1 second.
C. Page with 3 embedded resources

D. Page with embedded resources to depth 5
Though our push proxy results do diverge from our analytical predictions as the client to proxy latency increases, the maximum divergence of 200 ms for a load time of 1036 ms is minor compared to the 2800 ms load time encountered with no proxy at the same latency. Our implementation of a prefetch proxy fairs less well, matching the slope of the no proxy configuration but leading it by only 80 ms, as compared to the 220 ms predicted. We were unable to find the exact source of either of these deviations, though we suspect that they are the result of processing non-linearities on the proxy not captured by our simplistic model.
A final difference occurs with the push proxy at l cp = 60 ms, with an unexpected increase of 130 ms over the predicted result. We performed a deeper investigation of the issue, and took measurements at both l cp = 59 ms and l cp = 61 ms. We found that this increase is present only at l cp = 60 ms, and not at any of the surrounding points (this increase was repeatable across multiple test runs). As this happens precisely at l cp = 60 ms, twice the base clientserver latency, we believe that this increase is a result of a timing issue in our implementation that manifests itself when l cp is double l ps .
V. RELATED WORK
Web page load times on mobile devices can be improved by transcoding web content to reduce page size and complexity. Proteus, a mobile web adaptation system developed by Caetano et al. [4] , obtains compression ratios of up to 87% by compressing images and summarizing text. Mowser, developed by Bharadvaj et al. [5] , transcodes and filters requests bidirectionally, allowing the end server to provide scaled-down resources without requiring the proxy to transcode them on behalf of the client. Other transcoders [6] , [7] show similar results, with significant reductions in the amount of data transfered between proxy and client.
In addition to simply transcoding information, the higher processing power available to networked servers has been used to offload web page processing and rendering from the mobile browser into the network [8] - [11] . This approach has two major advantages: complex pages can be rendered rapidly on the server, and the simplified form that results is often smaller and faster to transfer than the original page. A commercial example of this technology is the Opera Mini browser, available for smartphones and feature phones [12] . Opera Mini, running on the mobile device, makes all requests for pages through a collection of servers operated by Opera; these servers run a server version of the Opera desktop browsing engine to request all page content and render the page. Javascript resources referenced by the page are executed on the server, though all page scripts are halted 2 seconds after page load for performance reasons [11] . Once the page has been rendered and the scripts have completed execution, the server compresses the page into Opera Binary Markup Language (OBML), transcodes embedded images as appropriate, and sends the compressed version to the mobile device [11] . Depending on the image quality desired, this results in an average compression ratio ranging from 27 to 67% [12] .
As noted in Section I, caching proxies can obtain measurable improvements in web page load times in non-mobile environments. Kroeger et al. [13] showed that simple caching proxies reduced user-perceived latencies by 26% in their data set, while adding a prefetcher to the proxy increased the reduction to up to 57% [13] . Similarly, performing prefetching on the client can also increase page load speeds; a prefetching agent developed by Klemm was able to provide access speed-ups averaging 50% [14] . Other forms of prefetching include DNS and TCP prefetching. With DNS prefetching, the client browser speculatively fetches the DNS records for the servers linked from the pages loaded by the users; this can save hundreds of milliseconds on average [15] with only a minor increase in data traffic. With TCP prefetching, a TCP connection is opened to the servers the browser predicts the client will access in the future, without making a request for content [16] , [17] . By doing this before the user follows a link the server, no round-trip delay to perform the TCP 3-way handshake is necessary to request the root resource. However, the utility of TCP prefetching is more limited than either DNS or content prefetching, as origin servers typically close idle connections after tens of seconds or minutes [16] for security and performance reasons.
Modifications to the web server software to support pushing embedded resources for a page along with the initial page request have been suggested by numerous parties, including Serbinski et al. [18] , and researchers at Google as part of the SPDY protocol [19] . Unfortunately, this approach requires that the server host all page components, a rarity on today's web. Alternatively, the behaviour of the server can be altered when a mobile client is encountered; works by Bhatti et al. [20] and Olshefski and Nieh [21] incorporate a real-time measure of the user-perceived latency into the design of the web server itself. Bhatti et al. recommend using earliest deadline first scheduling on web servers, based on the limits of human perception and the actual delay between client and server [20] ; in the mobile environment, this would result in mobile clients being served before desktop clients, as delaying a desktop client by an imperceptible amount in favour of a mobile client could result in modest speedups on the mobile client.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have presented the design of a just-in-time prefetching push proxy that increases the speed of mobile browsing in wide area wireless networks. Our architecture consists of an innetwork proxy that proactively prefetches resources embedded in the HTML pages loaded through it, and the client daemon that the in-network proxy pushes prefetched resources to.
Our analysis of the technique used by the push proxy to improve the user perceived latency of mobile browsing showed that pushing content to the mobile client provides a fundamental decrease in page load times. This decrease is due to the push proxy's much smaller dependence on the client to proxy latency, as compared to no proxy or a traditional prefetching proxy. This decrease holds for sites with multiple resources, including when these resources reference other resources. Our analysis shows that a push proxy can achieve a significant decrease in page load times given the client-proxy latencies encountered in mobile networks. As our architecture is compatible with existing web browsers and servers, we built a sample implementation to evaluate our design; this evaluation showed that our architecture performs as expected.
Unlike typical proxies, where the largest performance gains occur when the proxy is close to the client, our push proxy performs better when placed closer to the server. This makes it ideally suited for cloud environments, which are situated in areas with high-speed low-latency network connections and themselves host a wide array of web servers hosting sites the mobile client may access.
